WHAT’S NEW?
March 2014
A preview of new products
List of our new products:

New PM55P Now Shipping
We updated the PM55. It is now called the
PM55P. The redesign changed the chassis size,
and layout. It also now has a built in switchable optical limiter. A mic-line switch was
added to the Mic Input to accommodate more
applications. All function adjustments are
switch activated instead of bridge clips. They
are in stock and shipping. The old version has
been discontinued. The new PM55P looks
better, it has a limiter, it is more user friendly
and accepts line or mic level inputs. It is now
the perfect personal monitor. The PM55P
ships with a belt clip, and AC power adapter.

PROTOTYPE

DB325 is a new product we are working on. It is an instrument
active (powered) direct box. It is designed to take a guitar,
bass or keyboard and plug it directly into a computer, laptop
or tablet. It also can be used to boost the signal of an instrument to be plugged in to just about anything. It is a cleanly
designed simple, high end all class A way to get your instrument into different devices. The design is done and parts are
on their way to us, so it should only be a couple of weeks
before they are available. Works great for piezo pickups.

MP507 - New single channel tube mic preamp coming. It has been done
many times in the past, a company builds a single channel mic pre in a
small desk top elegant design. All looks good, but they are always a let
down in sound quality. The problem is the power supply because of this
they are noisy. In that small of a package there is not much that can be
done. Until now. We have designed a completely new high frequency
switching self regulating power supply that will generate 230 volts for the
tube plate voltage (not 45 volts like some) for a true properly powered
tube. +48V of phantom power that is completely quiet; no hum, no buzz,
nothing. We have seen all of them over the years, and this one is not at all
like the competition. We are attempting to get a new original chassis
color different than our other colors (green), but this is not final. There will
be more to come on this in the next few weeks.
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